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ghost    <GOHST> 
n, v   /   spirit 
The cemetery had Marvin so terrified, that when a cat 

jumped from behind a headstone, he swore it 
was a --- . 

Ety:  E  
wreck    <REK> 

n, v   /   damaged ship; vessel or vehicle destroyed by 
accident 

The ruins of an old ship washed upon shore, and 
excited divers began to search for more pieces of 
the --- . 

Ety:  E  - Notes: Hom: reck 
flask   <FLASK> or <FLAHSK> 

n, v   /   container with narrow neck; unit of measure 
equaling 76 pounds of mercury 

The museum displayed an old muzzle-loader with an 
original leather --- used for dispensing powder. 

Ety:  Fr fr Sp fr L fr Gmc  - Notes: Hom: flasque 
banjo    <BAN.joh> 

n   /   instrument with 4 or 5 strings that is played by 
picking or strumming 

A likely place to hear a --- being played is the county 
fair of a rural community. 

Ety:  Afr  
boron    <BAWR.ahn> 

n   /   element occurring in borax and kernite 
In its amorphous state --- is a powder, but in its pure 

form, the element is a hard crystalline material. 
Ety:  L fr E fr Fr fr Arab + ISV  

girth   <GUHRTH>  
n, v   /   band around horse's belly to hold saddle 
When the --- had been cinched tightly, the wrangler 

gathered the reins and swung up into the saddle. 
Ety:  E fr Norse  

peony    <PEE.uh.nee> or <PEE.uh.ni> 
n   /   shrubby plant having showy red, pink or white 

flowers 
When the gardener planted the --- bulbs, he knew it 

would be two years before they would produce 
flowers. 

Ety:  E fr Fr fr L fr Gk 
plane    <PLAYN> 

n, v, adj   /   tool for smoothing the surface of wood; 
winged aircraft 

The cabinetmaker used a --- to smooth the lumber for 
the table top he was crafting. 

Ety:  E fr Fr fr L  - Notes: Hom: plain 
large   <LAHRJ>  

adj, adv, n, v   /   big, exceeding others in various ways 
including bulk, quantity or dimensions 

Mrs. Smith's dining table seemed --- to Amy, but then 
she serves ten members in her family at every 
meal. 

Ety:  E fr Fr fr L 
razor    <RAY.zuhr>  

n   /   sharp-edged metal instrument used for shaving 
or cutting hair 

Whenever Jan shaved her legs, she seemed to get a 
small nick from the --- until she started using dull 
blades. 

Ety:  E fr Fr fr L  - Notes: Hom: razer/raiser 
tonic   <TAH.nik> or <TAH.neek> 

n, adj, v   /   something that increases health of muscles 
or body 

A quick, invigorating swim in the cool water served as a 
--- to Evan's tired muscles. 

Ety:  Gk  
pearl   <PUHRL> or <PUHR.uhl> 

n, v, adj   /   formation surrounding a foreign particle in 
some mollusks 

Of all the oysters Chad had opened, he found only one 
---, but its quality was quite poor. 

Ety:  E fr Fr fr L  - Notes: Hom: perle/purl; near hom: 
pairle 

tango    <TANG.goh>  
v, n   /   do a ballroom dance marked by stylized body 

positions and movements 
Dan watched a couple --- with practiced expertise in 

the sudden pauses and exaggerated synchronized 
movements. 

Ety:  AmSp of Niger/Congo 
chant    <CHANT> or <CHAHNT> 

v, n   /   recite in a monotonous manner with a 
repetitive intonation 

The monks would --- the liturgy daily, and their 
monotonous sounds had an aura of adoration 
and dedication. 

Ety:  E fr Fr fr L  
smelt    <SMELT> 

v, n   /   small fish; fuse, refine to separate metals; half 
guinea; simpleton; perceived an aroma 

A common, but important, food fish, a --- generally 
resembles a trout of a translucent green and 
silver color. 

Ety:  E  - Notes: Near hom: smelled 
trout  <TROWT>  

n, v   /   freshwater fish related to the salmon 
Most lakes in our area offer catfish or perch, but 

Canyon Lake is one of the few where a --- can be 
caught. 

Ety:  E fr L fr Gk 
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minnow <MIN.oh> or <MIN.uh>
n   /   very small fish that is often used as bait 
Thad picked up a ---, attached it to his fishing hook, 

dropped the line in the lake and waited for a 
strike. 

Ety:  E  
masonry    <MAYS.uhn.ree> or <MAYS.uhn.ri> 

n   /   occupation of a person who builds with stone or 
brick 

Juan studied the art of --- with his father so that he 
could become a skilled bricklayer. 

Ety:  E fr Fr  
chapter    <CHAP.tuhr> 

n   /   primary division of a book or other writing 
A lover of high adventure, Judy thought the 

introductory --- was boring when compared to 
the rest of the book. 

Ety:  E fr Fr fr L  
dockize    <DAH.kiiz> 

v   /   equip with harbors or moorings for boats 
The housing development planned to --- the common 

lakefront area for boats of residents to be kept. 
Ety:  E  

essence    <ES.uhns> or <ES.uhnts> 
n   /   perfume; nature of a thing 
Ria wanted a new --- and tried every perfume in the 

store but liked nothing better than her old stand-
by. 

Ety:  E fr Fr fr L 
dewdrop    <DOO.drahp> or <DYOO.drahp> 

n   /   dot of condensed moisture 
A tiny --- still glistened on one leaf of the plant. 
Ety:  E + E  

hickory    <HIK.ree> or <HIK.uh.ree> <HIK.uh.ri> <HIK.ri> 
adj, n, v   /   relating to a hard-wooded, North 

American, nut-bearing tree 
The carpenter made his son's desk of --- so that it 

would resist marring and general childhood 
abuse. 

Ety:  Native Amer lang 
huddled    <HUHD.uhld> 

v   /   crouched together, crowded together 
When we found the two children --- together in a cave, 

they were reluctant to let go of each other. 
Ety:  Prob E  

firefly    <FIIR.flii> or <FII.uhr.flii> 
n   /   winged insect that produces light 
Seeing the toddler chase a ---, June remembered filling 

glass jars with the insects to use as a flashlight. 
Ety:  E + E  

forgery    <FOHRJ.ree> or <FOHR.juh.ree> <FAWRJ.ree> 
<FAWR.juh.ri> 

n   /   act of fraudulently making or changing something 
to appear original 

The painting which sold for thousands of dollars at 
auction was later declared a --- . 

Ety:  E fr Fr fr L  
compact    <kuhm.PAKT> or <kahm.PAKT> <KAHM.pakt> 

adj, v, n   /   arranged in units pressed together; 
combine 

The powerful machine pressed the car into a --- square 
of metal and shipped it to the recycling plant. 

Ety:  E fr L  
sardine    <sahr.DEEN> or <SAHR.deen> <SAHR.diin> 

<SAHR.duhn> 
n   /   small edible fish; relating to kind of stone 
Julie tasted her first --- on the picnic but decided to 

stick with tuna sandwiches. 
Ety:  E fr L fr Gk geog name  

disobey    <dis.oh.BAY> or <dis.uh.BAY> <DIS.uh.bay> 
<DIS.oh.bay> 

v   /   violate a rule, refuse to follow orders 
Todd didn't mean to --- the rules, but he was caught up 

in his play and wandered out in the street. 
Ety:  E fr Fr  

grouper   <GROO.puhr> or <GROO.puh> 
n   /   large fish inhabiting warm seas 
Unique in ability to change color, the --- lives on the 

bottom of warm seas and can attain an immense 
size. 

Ety:  Port  
lozenge   <LAHZ.uhnj> or <LAHZ.inj> 

n   /   cough drop or candy 
The speaker took a medicated --- for her cough so she 

could proceed without interruption. 
Ety:  Fr  

bandage    <BAN.dij> 
n, v   /   covering for a wound 
Alan's mother cleaned his skinned elbow and applied a 

fresh --- to the wound for protection. 
Ety:  Fr  

handgun    <HAND.guhn> or <HAN.guhn> 
n   /   small firearm, revolver 
When the teller saw the masked man brandishing a ---, 

she had the presence of mind to push her alarm 
button. 

Ety:  Ger  
upstage    <uhp.STAYJ> or <UHP.stayj> 

n, adj, adv, v   /   part of the performing area in a 
theater away from the audience 

Todd's directions were to move --- when his rival 
arrived, but he remained at the front by the 
footlights. 

Ety:  E + E fr Fr fr L 
article    <AHRT.i.kuhl> 

n, v   /   section of a written document; part of speech 
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